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Molecular plant biology has 
evolved with substantial 

progress during the last years, 
deciphering the molecular principles 
that underly plant biology.  The 
regulation of multiple pathways 
and the regulatory targets for 
plant development, as well as the 
adaptation to different stresses have 
been elucidated during the last years, 
enlightening the knowledge we have 
about how plants cope with different 
environmental stimulus like heat, 
drought, deficient nutrient condi-
tions or response to pathogens and 
how symbiosis with other organisms 
are used as sustainable sources for 
biostimulants in agriculture. 

The accumulated knowledge on 
plant molecular biology has also 
been enhanced due to the improve-
ment of molecular techniques and 
biotechnology of plants for genetic 
manipulation. All these advances 
have increased the interest of the 
scientific community to face signifi-
cant challenges in the 21st century, in 
particular the need to increase global 
food supply under the increasing 
threats from climate change. 

This special issue, published in asso-
ciation with the XVI Plant Molecular 
Biology Meeting (RBMP), will include 
the advances in plant molecular 
biology during the last decade, to 
sum up the challenges that the plant 
researchers try to solve, including 
new findings in plant science about 
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all aspects of plant biology, such 
as plant biochemistry, cell biology, 
genetics, biotechnology, evolution, 
omics and more.
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Invitation to submit
We welcome contributions 
to this special issue. If you 
would like to submit an 
article, please email a title 
and brief outline for the 
consideration of the guest 
editors. All papers are 
subject to the usual editorial 
standards and must fit the 
scope of the journal. The 
deadline for submissions is 31 
March, 2023.
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Section Molecular Plant Sciences

Editor-in-Chief This section of the International Journal of Molecular Sciences (IJMS) aims to rapidly publish contributions
on all aspects of plant molecular biology, at gene, protein and metabolite levels, and to help plant
scientists exchange knowledge and increase visibility of their studies toward specialists in other molecular
aspects of life sciences. Topics include, but are not limited to:
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• plant biophysics, biochemistry, and 
molecular biology

• plant biotechnology
• plant bioactive phytochemicals

• plant cell biology • paleobotany

• plant physiology • forensic botany

• plant pathology • ethnobotany

• plant computational and system biology • plant bioinformatics

• plant developmental biology • plant genetics and genomics

• plant ecology • plant omics
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